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AR15 HERA ARMS
15TH CQR 7.5' 223REM

PICATINNY1 CHG -
GEN2- 

BN341 B 
.223 (5.56

mm)  
11  1900  1/2 x 28  19.05  75  

2555.00 € incl.
tax

The generation 2 of the ultra-compact CQR from HERA, with its revisited equipment.

7.5'' barrel with 1:9 rifling pitch and 1/2x28 thread
Hera Arms CC 3 chamber compensator
HERA CQR Gen 2 compact length-adjustable stock and grip
Trigger spring kit for an adjustable starting weight of 1.5 to 2.5 kg
7'' RIS Quad Rail 21 mm handguard for mounting red dot, lamp, laser and accessories
Comes with a 10-round magazine

Semi-automatic rifle based on an AR15 with an avant-garde design with a compact stock system ideal for
TSV and CQB

A futuristic design for this formidable weapon of efficiency and stability with its ergonomic stocks and
handles. It allows semi-automatic firing with a high rate, while maintaining its line of sight and limiting the
bearing due to gas.

The HERA ARMS 15 TH CQR model has a 7.5-inch barrel, delivered in an ABS-type case with code HERA
ARMS logo, with a 10-shot magazine and its safety push-button kit offering no less than 25 configurations,
as well as a a competition type hammer spring kit offering a trigger adjustment range between 1.5 and 2.5
kg!!!

The weapon is equipped with a HERA ARMS CQR stock and the HERA CQR front grip system, both
revisited offering even more stability with adjustable dimensions.

Made of impact resistant polymer, The CQR stock (464 gr), in combination with the CQR foregrip (170gr),
offers the most compact and ergonomic fixed stock system for the AR15 / AR10 platform the stock features
two Quick Detach type shoulder strap locations.

The entirely machined and engraved carcass with an avant-garde design presents a grid itself machined on
the front of the flared magazine well. In addition, the latter is equipped with a breech locking pusher (forward
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assist).

The upper works by borrowing gas, has a 1/9 rifling barrel with a length of 7.5 inches.

Completed with a 65 mm HERA ARMS CC 3-chamber compensator with 3 vent holes with 1/2x28 thread to
dissipate the blast effect.

The latter is equipped with a RIS handguard benefiting from picatinny rails on all sides allowing to add all
types of additional equipment.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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